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1. Introduction
As starting of RIPL-II project, it is important to consider the potential activities and

possible contributions in Japan. Japanese Nuclear Data Committee (JNDC) organizes an
Evaluating Calculation Support System Working Group (ECSS-WG) to investigate the subjects
related to the RIPL-II project. In this report, the activities of this working group are introduced
as potential studies for validating model parameter and the development of the integrated
nuclear data evaluation system (INDES) and its parameter database (EVLDF). The Japanese
possible contributions for RIPL-II project are also reported as well as user requirements and
proposals.

2. Japanese Activities Related to RIPL-II Project
2.1 Potential Studies for Validating Model Parameters

In the ECSS-WG, following potential studies are being carried out. For the optical
model potential parameters, studied are the folding model and dispersion relation, microscopic
approach (JLM model), and global potential parameter for intermediate energy region with the
parameter determination for Dirac equation and Chiba's global description. For the level
density parameters, formula based on Fermi Gas Model with unified shell and pairing effect and
parameter systematics are considered. Some systematics for gamma-ray strength function are
also studied.

2.2 Integrated Nuclear Data Evaluation System and its Parameter Library
Nuclear data evaluation is required to obtain the most reliable data sets for the evaluated

nuclear data files. The evaluation must be done by using experimental data and by many
complicated theoretical calculations with various basic data such as optical potential parameters,
level density parameters, and level scheme. Japanese Evaluated Nuclear Data Library, version
3 (JENDL-3)1* released in 1989 was accomplished by great efforts of many evaluators with
many intricate works. Integrated Nuclear Data Evaluation System (INDES) was developed to
keep their experiences and basic data of nuclear physics used for the evaluation of JENDL-3,
and to support new evaluations. Roughly classified, the INDES functions are of three
categories, which are to retrieve basic data described above, to set up input data of theoretical
calculation codes automatically, and to select the most suitable set of theoretical calculation
codes applying knowledge engineering technology.

The model parameter databases is called 'Evaluation Data Files (EVLDF)'2).
Parameters to be used in theoretical calculations of nuclear data are stored in EVLDF which
consists of several parameter files and an index file. The parameters provided in EVLDF are
optical potential parameters, level density parameters, level scheme, deformation parameters,
and basic information of nuclei. The current format of EVLDF is capable of storing parameters
used for the evaluation work of JENDL-3. Basic rules of EVLDF format are described as
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following:
1) Each line of EVLDF consists of 80 columns. The columns from 73 to 80 are used for

sequential number of lines or other purposes.
2) Characters from A to Z should be capital letters.
3) The smallest group of lines is a "record".
4) A record name is given in the columns from 1 to 10.
5) Each record can be continued to the next line.
6) In the case where a record is repeated, "+" is given in the first column of the following

records.
7) Data in the columns from 11 to 72 depend on the record name. Usually, data in the

columns from 11 to 72 are given in a free format.
8) In any lines, any comment can be given after a semi-colon (";")•
9) Some records have corresponding END records. A group of lines from a line with

record name to its END record is a "section". A section can include other sections
inside.

10) In many cases, nuclide is represented with an integer calculated from atomic number,
mass number and meta-stable number as (atomic number)x 10000 + (mass number)xlO +
(meta-stable state number). The mass number and meta-stable state number are 0 for
natural elements. This integer is called as a "nuclide name".

3. Proposals and Requests to RIPL-II Project
From Japanese user side, followings are requested and proposed.

1) To validate parameters systematically with the points of physical and application-oriented
(testing by some of popular model codes using evaluation) ways.

2) To adopt standard and unified format to make interface program production easier as much
as possible. For example, the format of level scheme database in the RIPL Starter File
should be changed, since the sum of gamma-ray branching ratios often violate to be unity
and so on.

3) To summarize and integrate retrieval and interface programs to make their usage easier for
users with considering the operation systems like UNIX, Windows, WWW, etc.

4. Possible Japanese Contributions to RIPL-II Project
The possible Japanese contributions to the RJPL-II project are being considered as

following.
1) To validate parameters with calculating cross section by some of model codes used to

nuclear data evaluation.
2) To develop retrieval and interface tools based on INDES for UNIX plat form. For this

purpose, it is possible to consider standard format of RIPL-II and to convert the format to
create the libraries used in the tools, if necessary.

3) To develop retrieval tools for WWW. The example tools for mass and level scheme data
are available already.
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